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Abstract—With dozens to hundreds of processing cores deployed in next generation packet processor, regular topologies
such as mesh are widely adopted in Network-on-Chip design to
provide scalable interconnection to cores. Although such packet
processors are rich in raw system processing power, utilization
of hardware resource plays a critical role in overall system
performance. In this paper, we focus on processing task mapping
and on-chip packet routing, which are the key issues for data path
performance on next-generation packet processors. We present
a genetic algorithm to explore the assignment of tasks, and
utilize on-chip interconnections by splitting the traffic between
cores across multiple paths. The split flow traffic assigned to
each routing path is solved with linear programming. Our
experimental results on a packet processor architecture prototype
show that the proposed algorithm is efficient and scalable.
Index Terms—network processor, runtime management, task
allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The functionality of a data communication network is
characterized by the operations that are performed on its
routers. In particular, data path processing encompasses operations that are performed on all network traffic. (Control path
processing, which includes routing protocols, is less critical
from a performance perspective and thus beyond the focus
of our work.) Conventional routers in the Internet implement
very simple packet processing functions in the data path
that meet the requirements for Internet Protocol (IP) version
4. However, practical considerations demand that numerous
additional functions be supported. Examples of such functions are: multicast, load balancing, security, classification,
measurement, etc. In practice, the packet processing functions
change over time (e.g., improved load balancing algorithm,
new flow classification). Therefore, it is important that router
use packet processing systems that can be reprogrammed after
deployment to support these new functions.
Programmable packet processing systems are typically implemented with specialized embedded multi-processor system
on a chip (MPSoC). These network processors often contain
dozens to hundreds of simple processing cores [1], [2]. This
high level of parallelism is particularly suitable for processing
in the networking domain, which is characterized by high
levels of inherent parallelism and simplicity.
One of the key challenges in making programmable packet
processing systems a reality is their management during
runtime. To achieve the necessary levels of parallelism and

performance, network processors use very simple processor
cores that cannot run conventional operating systems. Instead,
lightweight runtime systems are used for managing processing
tasks [3], [4], [5]. These runtime systems need to adapt to
changing traffic workloads and reallocate processing tasks as
workloads change.
The problem that we address in this paper is: How can we
efficiently allocate processing tasks to processing resources
to achieve high throughput performance on a packet processing system? Packet processing operations are presented
as task graphs that consist of basic processing steps (e.g.,
Click elements [6]) and connections that indicate functional
dependencies. The processor system is assumed to be a mesh
interconnect as proposed in [7]. This problem is challenging
since processing and communication is tightly coupled in a
network processor. Bottlenecks in either system component
lead to a significant degradation in throughput performance.
In addition, task allocation systems need to support dynamic
adaptation as workload requirements change.
Our work explores algorithm design for solving this task
allocation problem. Specifically, our contributions are:
• A genetic algorithm for task scheduling on network
processing systems with a mesh interconnect,
• An algorithm for multi-path routing of traffic flows on
the interconnect, and
• Evaluation results that explores system throughput performance for these algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses related work. Section III introduces system architecture of packet processor and programming abstraction. The
processing tasks mapping problem and on-chip packet routing
are discussed in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Section VI presents mapping algorithm for data path management.
Evaluation results are introduced in Section VII. Section VIII
concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Scalable on-chip interconnection has been studied as an
aspect of system-on-a-chip design in many different ways,
ranging from shared bus with dedicated inter-processor communication paths (e.g. Intel IXP [1]) to routers with more
sophisticated interconnection (e.g. Tilera Tile64 [8]). With
even thousands of cores embedded on a single chip, on-chip
interconnections that scale close to linearly with system size

present a firm demand for architecture design [9]. To achieve
large scalability, the idea of routing packets instead of wires
is borrowed from packet switched networks [10].
Mesh structure and its variants have been extensively researched and implemented on on-chip interconnection due
to its elegant mathematical properties and scalability [11],
[8], [12], [13]. The performance and power consumption
of packetized on-chip interconnection has been analyzed by
Ye et al. [14]. Hu et al. [15] attempted flexible routing of
communication among on-chip IPs with minimized energy
consumption. The mapping of processing cores onto meshbased NoC under bandwidth constrains is addressed in [16].
Both of these approaches represent static mapping of hardware resource to application processing and communication.
More flexible and adaptive mapping methodology however, is
required in network domain as processing and communication
requirement for applications varies with network traffic that
excises the system.
On systems with general programmability, it is important to
consider programming abstraction that can be used to simplify
software development [17], or serves as basic scheduling unit
[5], [18]. These work focus more on processing aspect of
tasks than communication. Therefore, they are not directly
applicable to recent approaches in parallel network processing
platforms.
The general problem of task mapping to processing cores
has been modeled with “bin packing” problem and identified
as NP-Hard. Therefore heuristic algorithms have been proposed and compared for specific application domains [19].
Genetic algorithm, as a general approach for solving complex
problems, has been introduced in this area [20], [21], [22].
Our work differs from these works as it focuses on not only
processing task mapping, but providing deadlock-free routing
under interconnection bandwidth constrains.
III. PACKET P ROCESSING S YSTEM
The design of packet processing systems is centered on
packet processors, which provide hardware resources for both
processing and storage that are requested by each packet in
network traffic. To effectively manage data path hardware
resource allocation and allow system users to develop new
functionalities, programming abstraction is also required for
such systems. In this section, we first discuss the architecture
of our proposed packet processor design1 . Then we introduce
the programming abstraction for the system.
A. System architecture
The key idea behind packet processing system design is to
utilize the inherent inter-packet parallelism present in network
traffic. Figure1 shows the overall architecture. Packets that
enter the system through input interface are classified by
flow and dispatched to processing grid. Classification and
dispatch units in data path can be parallelized to better utilize
1 Our work on runtime resource allocation can be applied to any packet
processor with parallel processing cores grid interconnected by regular NoC
topologies.
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Packet processing system architecture

inter-packet parallelism. The control processor governs flow
classification, processing tasks allocation to packet processors,
and packet routing inside processing grid.
Processing grid is where flow-specific functionalities are
performed on each corresponding packet. Inside the grid,
packet processors are interconnected by mesh network. Details
of packet processor design are discussed in [7]. In this work,
we focus on utilization of overall processing grid, which is
characterized by Architecture Graph:
Definition 1. The architecture graph is a directed graph,
A(P, C) with each node pi ∈ P representing a processor and
each interconnection ci,j ∈ C representing communication
from processor pi to processor pj . The weight of processor
pi denoted by w(pi ) represents the processing capacity of pi
in million instructions per second. The number of hardware
threads that processor pi supports is denoted by H(pi ). The
weight of interconnection ci,j , denoted by b(ci,j ), represents
communication bandwidth of ci,j in packets per second.
B. Programming Abstraction
In general, network processing function defines a sequence
of operations that can be performed on input packets. It
is nature to represent such functions with task graph in
which tasks denotes operation sets and directed edges denotes
communication among tasks. The main difference between
programming abstractions in this domain is granularity (e.g.
basic functional blocks [6], individual instructions [4] etc.).
The partition of functions to tasks has been exploited in detail
in [23]. In this paper, we choose the granularity similar to
Click, which is suitable for per-thread instruction store in
packet processor.
Figure 2 shows an example of task graph. Each flow requires
services from a set of network functions in certain sequence.
When the first packet of a new flow enters system, flow
management running in control processor determines required
tasks and builds corresponding task graph. Tasks can be shared
by different flows (e.g. t3 in Figure 2). We formulate task
graph definition as following:
Definition 2. The task graph is a directed graph, G(T, E) with
each node tx ∈ T representing an application and each edge

Single processor capacity: Any task tx should not overload the processor pi it is assigned to (i.e. w(tx ) ≤
w(pi )).
• Overall processing capacity: Accumulated task processing requirement should
 system pro not exceed overall
cessing capacity (i.e. tx ∈T w(tx ) ≤ pi ∈P w(pi ))
However, as tasks’ processing requirements may vary significantly on practical systems [5], it is possible that a single
task can overload an entire processor. We therefore use task
duplication to address this issue.
•
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C. Task Duplication

ex,y ∈ E representing communication from task tx to task
ty . The weight of task tx denoted by w(tx ) represents the
processing requirement of tx in million instructions per second. The weight of edge ex,y , denoted by r(ex,y ), represents
communication bandwidth requirement of ex,y in packets per
second.
IV. P ROCESSING TASK M APPING
The processing requirements represented by task graph need
to be assigned to processing cores. Such assignment presents
the key challenge in translating raw system processing power
into desired packet throughput. In order to obtain high quality
mapping, data path resource management needs to determine
processing requirement of each task quantitatively to let the
mapping be guided by system processing capacity.
In this section, we first present how to estimate task requirement and system processing capacity. In order to loosen
the capacity limitation without hardware re-engineering, we
then introduce a method called task duplication proposed in
our prior work. And finally we formulate the task mapping
problem.
A. Task Processing Requirement Estimation
The processing requirement of a task is determined by
its processing time and the network traffic that needs to be
processed by the task. Processing time is determined by task’s
functionality, and is often related to packets under processing
(e.g. packets’ length, content and etc.). To capture accurate
processing time of a task, runtime profiling technique becomes
necessary. However, in practical systems, we can assume the
processing time distribution of a task is not time-dependent
and matches its empirical observation. Therefore, we can use
average processing time to estimate task workload.
Let S(ty ) represent the average processing time of task ty
in “million instructions per packets.” The requirement of ty
can be obtained by:
w(ty ) = S(ty ) ×



r(ex,y )

(1)

ex,y ∈E

B. System Processing Capacity
The system processing capacity follows two dimensions:

Task duplication creates additional instances of tasks that are
fully connected to the same predecessor and successor tasks
of the original task. By splitting input packets to duplicated
instances, the processing requirement of original task obtained
by Equation 1 can be shared by all instances. Detailed discussion and algorithm for task duplication is explained in [23].
Applying task duplication on a task graph G(T, E) results
in an extended task graph G (T  , E  ), which has more tasks
than G(T, E). As task mapping is a one-to-one assignment
between tasks and hardware threads, we assume that when
task duplication is applied, the number of tasks is no more
than thenumber of hardware threads present in the system (i.e.
|T  | ≤ pi ∈P H(pi )). For simplicity, in the rest of this paper,
we use G(T, E) to represent both task graph and extended
task graph.
D. Mapping Problem Statement
Given an architecture graph A(P, C) and a task graph
G(T, E), for each task tx ∈ T in G(T, E), find a mapping:
m : T → P, s.t. m(tx ) = pi , ∀tx ∈ T, ∀pi ∈ P
under the constraints:

≤ H(pi ), ∀tx ∈ T, ∀pi ∈ P

(2)

(3)

m(tx )=pi



w(tx ) ≤ w(pi ), ∀tx ∈ T, ∀pi ∈ P

(4)

m(tx )=pi

Equation 2, 3 and 4 form the processing task mapping problem, which focuses on processing demand of network functions. However, the assignment of tasks to parallel processors
also needs to be guided by inter-processor communication. In
the next section, we discuss adaptive on-chip packet routing for
parallel programmable routers. The detailed genetic algorithm
for solving task mapping problem is presented in Section VI.
V. O N -C HIP PACKET ROUTING
The mesh topology naturally utilizes two dimensional onchip area. On-chip mesh networks also benefit from its elegant
mathematical properties and inherent flexible communication
patterns. Inside a mesh, each processor is only directly connected to a few others. Communication between non-neighbor
processors is therefore implemented by routing messages

inside the network. Key characters of high throughput communication in such a network include the ability to avoid deadlock
and traffic splitting.

∀ci,j ∈ C, u(ci,j ) ≤ b(ci,j )

A. Deadlock-Free Routing

|Lm(tx ),m(ty ) |

Deadlock avoidance in mesh topology has been studied in
the area of wormhole routing. Glass et al. [24] proposed a
turn model, which prohibits certain turns in order to break
all possible cycles in any routing path. By prohibiting two
designated types of turns of all eight types, three deadlockfree routing algorithms were proposed: West-First, North-Last
and Negative-First. Instead of restricting specific types of turns
on all mesh intersections, Chiu [25] proposed Odd-Even turn
model, which restricts certain types of turns at some locations
to avoid deadlock. In our work, we follow West-First turn
model to construct multiple routing paths for each sourcedestination pair of processors.
In our work, we use the turn model to find all possible
routing paths for each edge that connects two tasks mapped
to processors. If no legal routing paths exist between two
processors, the particular task mapping is considered to be
invalid.
B. Multi-Path Routing
An edge ex,y in task graph represents communication demand r(ex,y ) from task tx to ty . After tasks are assigned
to processors, there are multiple possible routing paths consisting of different interconnections exist between each pair
or processors. Let Lm(tx ),m(ty ) be the set of candidate paths
k
, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Lm(tx ),m(ty ) | between processor m(tx )
lm(t
x ),m(ty )
k
and m(ty ), and fm(t
, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Lm(tx ),m(ty ) | be the
x ),m(ty )
bandwidth of flow in each path. We define the utilization of
connection ci,j as:

u(ci,j ) =

(6)



|Lm(tx ),m(ty ) |

ex,y ∈E

k=1



k
k
fm(t
× Mx,y
x ),m(ty )

∀ex,y ∈ E,



k=1

k
fm(t
= r(ex,y )
x ),m(ty )

(7)

Condition 6 means that utilization of any interconnection
should not exceed its bandwidth. Condition 7 guarantees that
bandwidth requirement of any edge in task graph is completely
split.
Task mapping determines which processor a task is assigned
to, thus has significant impact on routing. In the next section,
we discuss the implementation of a genetic algorithm for task
mapping, which integrates evaluation of on-chip multi-path
routing.
VI. DATA PATH M ANAGEMENT
The management of such parallel packet processing system
focuses on resource allocation for processing and communication requirements.
A. System Operations
During system operation, the task graph is constructed
dynamically at runtime. Each time a new connection request
presents, tasks that provide services for the new connection
and edges that interconnect tasks are added to task graph.
Bandwidth requirements of edges can be directly derived
from new connection request. Tasks’ processing requirements
can be obtained by Equation 1 in Section IV-A. For new
connections, runtime management needs to upgrade mapping
since old mapping may not provide enough hardware resource.
However, mapping does not necessarily change when existing
connections terminate.

(5)

k
are obtained as follows:
The values of Mx,y

k
1 if ci,j ∈ lm(t
k
x ),m(ty )
=
Mx,y
0 otherwise

Equation 5 obtains interconnection utilization by enumerating all edges that have a routing path contains the particular
interconnection. It associates the bandwidth requirement from
task graph with bandwidth capacity from architecture graph.
C. Routing Problem Statement
Given an architecture graph A(P, C) and a task graph
G(T, E) with tasks mapped on processors, for each edge
ex,y in the task graph, there exist deadlock-free routing path
set Lm(tx ),m(ty ) consisting of physical interconnections. Find
k
, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Lm(tx ),m(ty ) | to
the flow assignment fm(t
x ),m(ty )
k
each possible path lm(tx ),m(ty ) , 1 ≤ k ≤ |Lm(tx ),m(ty ) |, under
constrains of:

B. Mapping Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Mapping Algorithm.
1: Read input architecture graph A(P, C) and task graph
G(T, E)
2: Generate initial mapping population
3: Evaluate fitness of each individual mapping
4: repeat
5:
Selection of individuals with best fitness
6:
Generate intermediate generation with crossover
7:
Generate next generation with mutation
8:
Evaluate fitness of each individual mapping
9: until Suffient fitness achieved or maximum number of
iteration reached
10: return Mapping with best fitness
The genetic algorithm for task mapping is demonstrated in
Algorithm 1.

The fitnessF (m) of a mapping m is therefore defined
4
as F (m) = k=1 Fk,m . Then, a rank-based roulette wheel
selection scheme can be used for chromosome selection.
3) Crossover and Mutation: The crossover for two mapping
chromosomes is performed by randomly choosing a cut-off
position to divide both mapping arrays into two parts, then
exchange the second parts of both mapping. The mutation
operator works on single chromosome. For each task in a
mapping, it alters the processor assignment randomly with a
small probability.
VII. E VALUATION
We evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm for task mapping and multi-path routing through simulation and analysis.
A. Experimental Setup
Our experiment setup is based on PacketBench [26], on
which we develop six typical network functions for RISC
processor. Figure 3 shows the task graph of functions used

Fig. 3.
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TABLE I
N ETWORK F UNCTION P ROCESSING R EQUIREMENT.
Flow

Function

1
2
3
4
5
6

IPsec Decryption
IPsec Encryption
String Match
IPv4 Forwarding (Trie)
QoS
IPv4 Forwarding (Radix)

Task Workload
(in instructions per packet)
1859.66
1859.66
3963.37
225.57
295.72
4973.67

in our evaluation. We apply network trace collected from the
Internet uplink of our institutional network on PacketBench,
and obtain average processing time for each task, as shown in
Table I.
B. System Throughput
We develop a simulator, which generates particular or
random new connection requests for network functions. Bandwidth of each connection is assumed to be 1 Kpps (or 1 Mbps
for average packet length of 1000 bits). Figure 4 shows the
maximum system throughput for two different processing grid
configuration (i.e. 3 × 3 and 4 × 4) with various processor
capacities.
It can be observed that the task mapping algorithm is scalable to processing capacity increase. The throughput increases
linearly with processing capacity. Number of processors also
has significant impact. On average, 4 × 4 configuration has
1.24x higher throughput than 3 × 3 configuration.
C. Interconnection Bandwidth Utilization
Maximum interconnection utilization relative to system
throughput is shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that
interconnection utilization is always far less than overall
System throughput (in Mbps)

1) Initial Mapping Generation: A predefined number of
mappings are generated in this phase. A new mapping chromosome is formed by randomly assigning a processor to each
task. Identical mapping chromosomes are prohibited in order
to achieve large diversity in the initial generation.
2) Fitness Evaluation: The fitness of a mapping chromosome follows four dimensions:
• Hardware thread capacity of processors: The thread capacity of each processor determines how many tasks the
processor can support, as illustrated by Condition 3 in
Section IV-D.
• Processing capacity of processors: The sum of processing
requirements of tasks mapped on a processor should not
overload the processor. This evaluation is illustrated by
Condition 4 in Section IV-D.
• Deadlock avoidance in routing: Although we adopt
deadlock-free turn model to enumerate multiple routing
paths, there is a possibility that deadlock-free routing
does not exist in randomly generated mappings.
• Bandwidth capacity of interconnections: Traffic assigned
to each interconnection should not exceed the interconnection’s bandwidth capacity. This evaluation is shown
by Condition 6 in Section V-C.
Each mapping m is checked against the four criteria. For
the first two processor related criteria, the total number of
processors that violate each one is counted as F1,m and F2,m
respectively. The deadlock detection is implemented with turn
model, in which all deadlock-free routing paths for each edge
in task graph are enumerated. The number of edges that do
not have a valid routing path is counted as F3,m . And finally,
the interconnection bandwidth capacity check is carried by
solving multi-path routing problem described in Section V-C
with linear programming. We define a variable F4,m for this
criterion as

0
if routing problem is solvable
F4,m =
|E| otherwise
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system throughput. This effect is due to multi-path routing
effectively splits traffic across multiply paths.
For same throughput, configuration with more processors
(thus more processing capacity) can host more duplicated
tasks. Therefore the system workload and communication
requirement is spread more evenly across the system, which
leads to lower interconnection utilization. This result indicates
scalability of our algorithm.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a genetic algorithm for task mapping
and on-chip multi-path routing problem in mesh-based programmable router. For multi-core packet processing systems,
such data path resource allocation is critical to system performance. Our mapping algorithm shows significant scalability
and effectiveness in evaluation. As network processors scale
towards higher bandwidths and more processor cores, it is
necessary for task mapping algorithms to consider interprocessor communication. We believe that our work for a
mesh-based packet processing system provide an important
step in this direction.
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